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Welcome to Poddely!

This is your Poddely Ideas book. It will give you some initial ideas to get you 

started using your Poddely Set, what you should be doing to look after it, how you 

can share your Poddely experiences with the rest of the world and how you can 

add to your Poddely set!

Poddely is designed to offer both child initiated, as well as practitioner-led 

learning through play. Whether you are now the proud owner of a Medium or 

a Large Poddely Set, the ideas in the following pages can offer children the 

experience to learn how to use Poddely in a structured way. The best thing about 

Poddely is the endless opportunities your children can enjoy every time they 

‘make something new’. Of course you don’t have to use these ideas; they are 

there just to get you going. However, if you would like to see more examples of 

how children are using Poddely, please visit  , where 

you will be able to see how Poddely is being used in other settings to learn through 

play and upload your children’s fantastic creations to help us share best practice.

See Poddely In Action

Poddely in actionPoddely in action

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ha2_PJuWXw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVs34_R4Gqoztcu09r8mvOA
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Construction

Whatever you build you can then get in 

and use. Shall we fly through space on 

large starship, build a castle fit for and 

King and Queen, or maybe sail the ocean 

and look out for sharks on a galleon? 

Putting the di!erent Poddely components 

together is as much fun as being able to 

use what you have made. What can your 

children make?

4 31 3 1

ReverseBuild with a

1 2 2 2 short, 
2 long

To construct the sail 

simply push one 

end of the tarp into 

the end of 2 joined 

chutes, then roll the 

other end around a 

half chute.
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Construction
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Sand and Water

How can we get the water to flow through to 

the basin? What happens when we put wet 

sand through the chutes? Will a cork flow 

down the chutes if we add water? How can 

I make the marble get there quicker? Sand 

and Water play with Poddely is a fun way 

to learn about gravity and experiment with 

moving elements and, of course, it is up to 

you and the children  to design your own 

experiments and build whatever you like! 

1 2 1 

Reverse

4 222 long 1

Build with a
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Sand and Water

4 long 3 short 4 

Reverse

Top

2 841 8

4 3 3 3 red, 
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Build with a
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Den Making

Dens are easy to build using Poddely. The 

children can decide when, where, how big, 

plus work as a team to construct their den 

before using it as part of a role play game. 

“Are we going to make a den the size of 

a cave for everyone to get in, or shall we 

build one for just a few of us? What colour 

will the windows be, where shall entrance 

be, perhaps we could make the roof out of 

this?”    

2 2 short 4 

Reverse

2 2 2 3

Build with a
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Den Making

4 2 2 

Reverse

2 44 4

Build with a

4 4 2 short
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Creative Mark Making

How do you quickly create a Mark Making 

area anywhere in your setting? Poddely 

allows you to build an easel in less than a 

minute, use the Red cubes as a painting 

pallet, or create a table to lean on when 

drawing outside. If you have the Large 

Storage Pod, just wheel it to wherever 

you want and the children can create a 

masterpiece on the chalkboard. Mark 

making is made easy with Poddely. . 

2 1 

Reverse

3 2 3

Build with a

1 2 6
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Story Telling

Before you tell a story why not ask the 

children to work as a group to build the 

story area first? “How high should the 

storytellers chair be? What story is it, 

and could we make an area to suit the 

story?  How about building a large outdoor 

theatre to act out a story? Poddely will 

help you take story time wherever you 

want it to go. 

1 1 

Reverse

2 3

Build with a

1 4 3 2 3 red, 3 yellow, 
3 blue
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Imaginative

“Where can Poddely take us today? What 

can we make that will transport us to a 

new world? Could we build a tunnel that 

starts here and comes out on another 

planet?” You will be amazed at how your 

children can use Poddely to support their 

imagination?  

2 1 

Top

2 4

Build with a

1 4 4 2 short, 
2 long
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Imaginative

Reverse

2

Build with a

2 2 4 1 4
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Physical Development

The components in a Poddely Set are 

designed to have specific weights to allow 

children to develop fine and gross motor 

skills when transforming their ideas into 

creative designs. If you want physical 

development to go a step further, children 

could weave, jump, climb and run around 

the obstacles on an obstacle course.
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Physical Development
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Top

4 2

Build with a

4 2 2 4 2 4 long, 
2 short
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Outdoor Learning

4 4 

TopBuild with a

4 1 1 1 2 2 1

IS it a sunny day and you want to work 

outside? Is it a rainy day and you want to 

create an outdoor learning space with some 

shelter? Poddely allows your children to 

build their own classroom wherever they 

want. The Large Set is perfect for up to 30 

children to work outside as part of a lesson, 

and large groups can use the Medium 

Set quite happily. Where will your outdoor 

learning space be today?



R Range: Poddely

Code: PSPOD0015
3+ yrs

As shown

Age:

Colour:

Medium Setting Poddely in 1 Mini Pod

Please be aware that it is possible to build unstable structures with Poddely, which may tip over if a child sits/climbs on them. 

Construction

Story Telling

Sand and Water

Imaginative

Den Making

Physical Development

Creative Mark Making

Outdoor Learning



R Range: Poddely

Code: PSPOD0015
3+ yrs

As shown

Age:

Colour:

Medium Setting Poddely in 1 Mini Pod

RUB614-A-06 

RUB615-A-08 

RUB616-A-05 

RUB617-A-10 
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RUB638-F-59 

RUB639-F-59 

RUB644-F-59 

RUB666-A-09 

TIM611-B-01 

MDI001-01 

RUB646-A-09 
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Early Years Storage- Small pod 

Red - Filter 

 Blue- Filter 

Yellow- Filter 

Blue/Black/Green Blank Tile 

Blue/Black/Green Tunnel Tile 

Blue/Black/Green  Hole Tile 

Blue/Black/Green Half Tile 

Blue/Black/Green Triangle Tile 

Cube - Red 

Cube - Red  

Cube - Yellow  

Prism - Blue  

Long Chute (1200mm)  

Short Chute (800mm)  

Sand & Water Basin  

Play Tarp Blue  

Blue/Black/Green Peg  

Blue/Black/Green Bat  

Blue/Black/Green Disc  

Medium Component Bag  

Play Plank  

Poddely Ideas Book 

1x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3x

3x

4x

3x

48"

54"

30"

4x

1x of each

4x

Mirror Slide

Stepping Stone Set

Hooks

Materials Pot

2x

9x

2x

Small Pod

1x

2x

1x

4x

4x

4x



Range:

Code:

Discovery

PSPOD0016 Post Mounted, PSPOD0017 Wall Mounted 
4+ yrs 
Natural

Age:

Colour:

Flow Wall Post and Wall Mounted available

6 ft.

9 ft.

6 ft.

8.5 ft.

A vertical mesh panel to which foam 

hooks can be attached to support chutes

Move chutes around to get water 

to flow from the top to bottom
Experiment with different angles 
and with marbles and balls

Funnels & smaller plastic tubes 

can weave in & out of the mesh



Short Chute 

300mm

Box contains:

Short Funnel 

400mm

Water  

Resevoir
Bottle6x 3x 2x 6x

5x 2x 1x 30x

4x 2x 1x 10x

Medium 

Chute 600mm

Medium  

Funnel 800mm

Clockwise 

Waterwheel

Foam  

Hook

Long Chute 

800mm

Long Funnel 

1200mm

Anticlockwise 

Waterwheel

Foam  

Dam

Code:

Discovery

PSPOD0018
4+ yrs

Natural

Age:

Colour:

Flow Wall Accessories

20"

15"
33"
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Packing Away

For a Mini Pod:-

vertically.

the Cubes and Prisms against the tiles at the front of the Pod.

and put this into  the remaining space.
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Care and Maintenance

Poddely has been designed to make maintenance easy. We know 

Poddely will be used in all weathers and in a range of di!erent 

settings and it is expected to last for many years if you follow just a 

few simple guidelines. 

Storing Poddely

when stored, especially if they have additional weight being put

upon them.

ensure that no sharp materials have also been packed into the

storage pod – this will allow children to access the equipment

safely from the storage Pod.

ranging from 0°C-35°C. It isn’t possible to prevent colour fading

over the long term especially if exposed to direct sunlight

for most of the day. However, we have taken steps in our

manufacturing process to limit the e!ect of ultraviolet light.

Using Poddely

children and adults as part of play. When dismantling Poddely

please use appropriate force to disconnect tiles, filters, and

chutes.

part of your set, and Poddely is not intended to be used in any of

these ways. However, all of the components are compliant and so

won’t be damaged if bent unintentionally.

Cleaning Poddely

conditions and, therefore, will of course need cleaning from time

to time. Poddely can be cleaned with a cloth, or soft bristled

brush, and hot water mixed with domestic strength soap.  Please

ensure that, during mark making activities, water based paints

and non permanent pens are used as these will wash away easily

with soapy water.
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Bring Your Classroom Outside 


